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My thesis is separated into four sections. First of all, 

the introduction is a literature search on attitudes in science. 

Second, the results of the Physics at the 500 video are discussed. 

Physics at the 500 is a series of five, sixty-second television 

spots. Third, the Teacher's Guide for the Doppler effect video 

is presented. Finally, the manuscript for publication in the 

Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science is exhibited. 
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Science is fun and exciting. However, students often make 

an unconscious decision to avoia science. 

will attempt to oersuade students to view science, soecifically 

physics~ with a more oositive attitude. Hooefully, the video 

series will also attract women and minorities to science. 

Attit.~des 

"Our students don't seem to like their science classes· 

(Yager and Penick. 1989). The National Assessment of 

Educational Progress has conducted studies which reveal that 

many students have negative attitudes toward science. 

Thomas R. Koballa, a notable researcher ln the area of 

attitudes. discusses three reasons for studying attitudes. 

first of all. attitudes are reasonably permanent. -That is. 

attitudes are relatively stable throughout one's life. 

Attitudes do change, but a soecific occurrence is required to 

cause the change. Second, attitudes are learned. Students -:iT" e 

not born with a dislike for science: they learn to dislike it. 

With this in mind, science teachers need to disolay a Dositive 

attitude toward their subject matter. Only then will students 

learn to like science. finally. attitudes and behavlor are 

rel-:ited. That is. a person's actions reflect his or her 

tee~lngs toward issues (Koballa. 1988). 

Attitude research is difficult and has been criticized by 

researchers. Assertions similar to the following are not 
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Rfrustration comes from the inconclusive~ and in many 

cases contradictory findinqs of the studies" and 'attitude 

research is chaotic" (Krynowsky. 1988). 

Although attitude research is difficult. many studies have 

been imolemented to discover student attitudes toward science. 

Robert Yager and John Penick. researchers from the Science 

Education Center at the University of Iowa~ conducted a study 

comoaring attitudes of students in ·exemolary science Drograms' 

The i l' with attitudes of students from randomly chosen schools. 

study showed that students in exemDlary schools had more 

positive attitudes toward science than the students from the 

randomly chosen schools. Students in exemplary DrOqrams 

observed science to be fun. exciting, and interesting. These 

s t lj den t s 9 e rl e r ·3 11 Y f e 1 t sue c e s s i u 1 ~ cur i 0 us. ·3 rl'j co fj: for t a (. i e i n 

their science classes. These attitude differences were 

consistent throughout all grade levels (Yaqer and Penick, 1989). 

Science An~·:iety 

New evidence suggests a relationship between ne~ative 

student attitudes and the existence of science anxiety. 

anxiety is defined as "a fear or aversion toward science 

conceots. scientists~ and science related activities" 

(Chiarelott and Czerniak, IS87). 

In an attempt to examine the existence of science anxiety 

in elementary schools and to determine its effects on 
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achievement in science~ Dr. Leiqh Chiarelott, a professor of 

education at Bowling Green state University, and Charlene 

Czerniak. a fifth-grade teacher. conducted a study in an 

average-sized midwest community. The samole of the study 

consisted of 532 fourth-. sixth-. eighth-, and ninth-graders. 

The sample contained 119 fourth-graders (65 male and 54 female)~ 

129 sixth-graders (52 male and 77 female), 182 eighth-graders 

(80 male and 102 female), and 102 ninth-graders (47 male and 55 

female) (1987). 

Based Dn Chiarelott and Czerniak's data. fourth grade 

females disolayed mare science anxiety than female students in 

other grades. In male stUdents. science anxiety aooeared to 

increase by grade, but dropped off considerably by ninth grade. 

Overall. female students were more anxious toward science than 

male students (1987). 

Minorities in Science 

Women and minorities tend to be more negative toward 

science than white males. Women and minorities are not well 

reDresented in high school ohysics. college technical majors, 

and ohysical science and engineering careers. "There are 

consistently more males than females enrolled in upoer level 

math and science courses: on tests of mathematics and science 

achievement~ males score higher than females· (Jones and 

Wheatley~ 1988). 
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Gail Jones and Jack Wheatley. researchers in Science 

Education at North Carolina State University~ hav8 researched 

the factors that influence the entry of women into science. 

First of all. sociological factors have a great impact on sex 

differences in science achievement. In elementary school. boys 

like science~ while girls orefer music. In middle school. boys 

are interested in geological science and girls are interested in 

biological science. This trend has been shown to be true in the 

United States (1988). 

studies show that the characteristics of scientists are 

often related to masculine traits. Included in these 

characteristics are high intellectual ability. oersistence at 

worjr~. indeDendence, and "aDartness· from .1.' o ... ners. 

Girls are not raised to develoD scientific traits. .L i-.ey ar e 

usually not encouraged to exoand on intellectual ability. 

indeoendence and oersistence (Jones and Wheatley? 1938). 

Second. teacher influence olays a role in sex biasinq. A 

considerable amount of data exists which suoports that teacher 

expectations influence student achievement. The classic study~ 

.3chievement" In the study~ teachers were told that one grouo of 

stUdents had ootential for academic achievement. This 

exoerimental group had been randomly chosen. 

months~ the exoerimental grouD showed significant increases in 

IQ scores. Thus, teachers having different eXDectations for 

students can influence student motivation. achievement. and self 

perceptions (Jones and Wheatley, 1988). 
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finally, Jones and Whe~tley believe that different 

experiences between boys and girls cause girls to shy away from 

science. Sex biasing starts early in life. Boys play with toys 

that require assembly and exploration. while girl's toys usually 

do not require much assembly. Also. boys are expected to be 

independent and manioulative (1988). Even though girls have 

interest in science activities, they lack the experiences which 

are inherent to boys. 

Percentions 

A c cor d ,_ rl 9 tot her e s p e c t e oj e d u c ::;1 t ion :3. 1 j Cl urn ·3 I. P'J:LL.P'~J.:t.;~ 

t~;?.P..fL?.D., • 5 u btl e me s s ·3 g est urn stu den t s 0 f f to 5 C i e rll: e • • T Ii e 

journal reports that children lose interest in science at an 

early age because their parents and other older family members 

send the message that science is ·something we don't like" 

(1937). 

furthermore. schools often lessen stUdents' interest in 

science by rushing them into alienating experiences 

characterized by strict reporting and acceotable and 

unacceptable answers. David Suzuki. a zoology professor at the 

University of British Columbia. says that instead of encouraging 

creative experimentation. most teachers stress the final result 

of scientific research by demandinq rigid collectin9 of data and 

strict reoorting form. This process inhibits the curiosity and 

creativity which should be inherent to scientific exoloration 
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~usan Loucks-Horsley, Associate 

Director of the National Center for Imoroving Science Education. 

is an advocate of "hands-on. minds-on" science learning and 

te.3cning (1989). This strategy involves the students and is 

effective and exciting. 

Although science appears to be viewed negatively by 

students, R~bert Yager, Patricia Simmons, and John Penick 

discovered that students are beginning to oerceive science to 

be useful (1989). Their study showed that almost three-fourths 

of the students in randomly chosen schools were becoming 

'positive in their oerceotion of the usefulness of science study 

for daily living. further science study, and for future livingu 

(Yager, Simmons, and Penick, 1989). 

What Can be Done? 

Brenda c. Litchfield~ Associate Director of the Interactive 

Media Science Project at Florida State University. believes that 

our outlook on science should be changed. We continually listen 

to reports that convey science education to be in horrible 

shaDe. yet no one attempts to imorove science education. 

We need to create orojects designed to assist students in 

thin~in'3 and making connections between science and their daily 

li'",es. Also, the projects should helo students define their 

roles in nature and science (1389). 
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sponsored by Dow Chemical Comnany. The program makes science 

easy and accessible~ especially for young people. The program 

stimulates curiosity in science and develops interest in the 

understanding of science and mathematics (Litchfield. 1989). 

A A ASh ."3 S r e com III end e din its rep 0 r t, S ~j~D_9_~_ .. _:Lr,LJ;:_.J~J.l. 

em~Kj£~D~~ what constitutes science and mathematical literacy. 

·Students should develop their thinking skills, memorize fewer 

facts, and focus on the connection between traditional 

subject-matter areas rather than studying subjects individually' 

(Litchfield, 1989). Finally, in order to reduce science anxiety 

and to imorave student attitudes toward science, science 

education should be restructured to Inurture curiosity' rather 

t h .'3 rl • P IJ moe h i 1 oj r e n f u 1. 1 0 f f.3 C t s I ( P'J:L~._ ... P~J._tdL.rt?.P..P.}!IL. 1 ':) 8 7 ) • 
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Our purpose for ~reatin8 ·Physics at the 500· is 

to ascertain if a properly aade. understandable video .ay 

enhance education, specifically science education. We 

wish to discover if students are able to learn by vie~ins 

a video. 

Our procedure for this experi.ent was quite straight

forward. Mrs. Nancy Watson, a science teacher at Burris 

Laboratory School, distributed the pre-tests to a sa.ple 

of two sixth srade science classes and two ei8hth srade 

science classes. The sixth 8rade classes contained 49 

students (26 fe.ale and 23 aale>. The eishth arade classes 

contained 43 students (22 feaale and 21 aale). Two days 

after the pre-test was 8iven, we showed the four classes 

the 60 second video on the Doppler effect. After viewin8 

the video, the students completed the post-test. The post

test contained the saae five questions as the pre-test. 

The students also filled out a questionnaire pertainin8 

to the video. 

We followed this sawe procedure two weeks later at East 

Side Middle School. This sa.ple consisted of three eishth 

8rade science classes. The teachers of the classes were 

Mrs. Cheryl Fuller, Mrs. Dee Williaas, and Mr. Lee Witt. 

The total nu.ber of students was 55 (21 1e.ale and 3a aale) . 
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1. What 1s sound? 

A. A wave traveillns in water. 
B. A pressure wave travellins in air. 
C. A particle that strikes your ear. 
D. A vacuu •. 

2. What does the nu.ber of waves that strikes your ear 
every second deter.ine? 

A. A particle. 
B. Acceleration. 
C. Pitch. 
D. Te.perature 

2 

3. What happens to the pitch as .ore waves strike your ear? 

A. The pitch beco.es hisher. 
B. The pitch beco.es lower. 
C. The pitch beco.es louder. 
D. The pitch beco.es softer. 

4. Sound waves are _____________ ~ when their source is 

co. ins toward you. 

A. pulled apart 
B. stopped 
C. separated 
O. pushed tosether 

5. What causes the chanae in pitch as a racins car speeds 
past you? 

A. The Doppler Effect. 
B. The Indy Incidence. 
C. The Howes Principle. 
D. The Speed Syste •• 

6. GRADE: 

AGE: 

SEX: Male 
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The 3tudents de.onatrated slsnlflcantly arester 

desrees of understand!na on the post-test. See the araph 

below. 

Pre-Test & Post-Test 
% Correct 

3 

100 ................................................................................................................................ . 

80 

60 

40 

20 

o 
1 2 3 5 TOTAL 

Questions 

_ Pre-Tesl ~ Posl Tesl 
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Data tro. araRh: Question #1 Pre-test ~ Correct = 72.8 
Post-test ~ Correct = 79.7 

Question #2 Pre-test ~ Correct = 87.8 
Post-t.est ~ Correct. = 98.0 

Question #3 Pre-test ~ Correct = 44.2 
Post-test ~ Correct = 79. I 

Question #4 Pre-test ~ Correct = 6' .9 
Post-test ~ Correct = 87.2 

Question #5 Pre-test :t Correct = 40.0 
Post-test :t Correct = 94.6 

TOTAL: Pre-test :t Correct. = 61.4 
Post-test ): Correct = 87.7 

The data clearly shows that learnina occurred throuah 

the sole use of a 60 second video. Obviously. there is an 

- increase in the percent of students which chose the correct 

answers on the post-test as co.pared to the pre-test. The 

i.proveaent on several questions was dra.attc. For instance, 

only 40.0~ of the students chose the correct answer for 

question #5 on the pre-test. while 94.6~ chose the correct. 

answer on the post-test. Si.ilarly, only 44.2:t chose the 

correct answer for question #3, but 79.1:t answered correctly 

on the post-test. Finally, 61.4~ of the students chose 

correct answers on the pre-test overall. while an averaae 

of 87.7~ answered questions correctly on the post-test. 

B~sed on this data. we assert that well-ordered, underst.and-

able videos will enhance education. 

,-
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Our data is inconclusive pertain ina to any .ale/te.ale 

differences in science. The followina araphs contain the 

data taken fro. the eishth srade science classes. excludins 

the sixth arade data. This sa.ple contains 98 students 

5 

(43 fe.ale and 55 .ale) who took the pre-test and 97 students 

(42 fe.ale and 55 .ale> who took the post-test. 

Pre-Test: 8th Grade 
Females vs Males 

% Correct 

100 ................................................................................................................................. . 

80 ........................................................................................ . 

60 

40 

20 

o 
1 234 5 TOTAL 

Questions 

_ Females ~ Males 
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Data fro. 8th arade pre-test araph: 

Question # 1 : ~ Correct (Fe.al es) = 79. 1 
~ Correct (Mal es) = 80.0 

Question #2: ~ Correct (Fe.al es) = 93.0 
): Correct (Mal es) = 81.8 

Question #3: ~ Correct. (Fe.ales) = 41.9 
~ Correct (Males) = 50.9 

Question #is: ~ Correct (Fe.al es) = 69.8 
~ Correct (Mal es) = 54.5 

Question #5: ): Correct (Fe.al es) = 38. 1 
~ Correct (Males) = 40.7 

TOTALS: t Correct (Fe.ales) = 64.5 
~ Correct (Mal es) = 61.7 

The data does not show any obvious differences between 

the perfor.ance of the sexes. The totals show that. on 

averaae. the fe.ales answered the questions correctly 64.5~ 

of the ti.e. while the .ales chose the correct answer 61.7~ 

The percentages are si.ilar on question #1, 79.1~ and 

80.0~. On question #2, 93.0~ of the fe.ales chose the 

correct answer, while only 81.8~ of the .ales chose the 

correct answer. On question #3, the .ales answered correctly 

50.9~ of the t1.e. while the fe.ales answered correctly 

only 41.9~ of the t1.e. The percentase of fe.ales who 

answered question #4 correctly was 69.8t, while the males 

answered correctly only 54.5~ of the time. Question #5 

showed similar percent correct fisures for fe.ales and 

.ales. 38.1t and iSO.7~ respectively. 
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Post-Test: 8th Grade 

Females vs Males 

% Correct 

100 ................................................................................................................................ . 

so 

60 

40 ... 

20 ... 

o 
1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL 

Questions 

_ Females; ~ Males; 
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Data froa the 8th grade post-test graph: 

Question # I : % Correct (Fe.al es) = 88.9 
~ Correct (Males) = 75.5 

Question #2~ :t Correct (Fe.ales) = 97.8 
% Correct (Mal es) = 96.2 

Question #3: * Correct (Feaales) = 75.6 
:t Correct (Mal es) = 77.4 

Question #4: :t Correct (Fe.al es) = 86.7 
% Correct (Males) = 86.8 

Question #5: % Correct (Fe.ales) = 93.3 
% Correct (Males) = 90.4 

TOTALS: % Correct (Fe.ales) = 88.4 
:t Correct (Males) = 85.2 

Once again, our data does not show obvious differences 

-- between the sexes. Both feaales and .ales showed 1.prove.ent 

on the post-test as co.pared to the pre-test, with one 

exception. On question #1, the .ales dropped fro. 80.0~ 

havins the correct answer on the pre-test to only 75.5* 

choosina the correct answer on the post-test. On question 

#1, the fe.ales showed an increase of 9.8%. On question #2, 

the females i_proved by 4.8% and the males i.proved by 14.4:t. 

Question #3 shows the feaales i.provins by 33.7% and the 

.ales i.provins by 26.5*. On questions #4 and #5, the 

feaales i.proved by 16.9* and 55.2* respectively, while 

the aales i_proved by 32.3* and 49.7:t. On the ayeraSe' 

the fe.ales answered 88.4:t of the questions correctly on 

post-test and the aales answered 85.2% of the questions 

correctly. The feaales i_proved by 23.9* and the .ales 

i.proved by 23.5:t. 



Our data has convinced us that students are able to 

learn fro. video-centered instruction. ·Physics at the 500· 

1s an understandable video series. We SU88est that teachers 

use the series to enhance their instruction of certain 

basic physic's principles. 
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present.s 

·Physics at the 500· 

The Doppler Effect. 

Teacher's Guide 
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A police car is parked beside the hishway, soundins 

its siren. As you drive toward the police car, you hear 

a hisher pitch. As you drive away fro. the police car, 

you hear a lower pitch. 

These .otion-related chanses in pitch are exaaples 

i 

of the Doppler effect. The Doppler effect describes the 

chanse in the observed frequency. Frequency is the number 

of vibrations per unit ti.e .ade by a wave as it passes a 

given point (Halliday and Resnick, 1988). The nu.ber of 

waves that strikes your ear every second deter.ines the 

pitch. As the frequency of a sound wave chanses, the 

pitch also chanses. 

Sound waves are pushed tosether when their source is 

.ovins toward you and are pulled apart when the source moves 

away. That is, the pitch is hisher when the source is 

approachins than when it has passed. In the same aanner, 

the pitch is hisher a you .ove toward the source than when 

you have passed the source. 
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Discussion: After showing the video, discuss the following 
questions. 

I. What is sound? 

Sound is a pressure wave travelling in the air. 

2. What deter.ines pitch? 

Pitch is dete.ined by the nu.ber of waves that strikes 
your ear avery second. 

3. What happens to the pitch as more waves strike your ear? 
Give exa.ples that illustrate changes in pitch. 

The pitch beco.es higher as more waves strike your ear. 
For exa.ple, as a train approaches you, sounding its 
whistle, the pitch beco.es higher. 

4. What happens to sound waves as their source .oves 
toward you? How does this effect the pitch? 

The sound waves are pushed together when their source 
.oves toward you. The pitch beco.es higher as the 
source moves toward you. 

5. What is frequency and does it effect pitch? 

Frequency is the nu.ber of vibrations per unit ti.e 
.ade by a wave as it passes a Siven point. As the 
frequency of a sound wave changes, the pitch changes. 
(This question will require so.e teacher discussion 
of frequency.) 

&. Discuss changes in pitch that are fa.iliar to the 
students. 

Examples include: musical instru.ents, train whistles, 
cars passins on the highway, police 
sirens, roller skating passed the 
speakers at the roller rink, etc. 
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Activities: 

1. Take the class outside and listen for chanses in pitch. 
For exa.ple, listen to the chanse in pitch as cars 
drive by the school or throush the parkins lot. 

2. Ask a student, possibly a .e.ber of the band, to 
de.onstrate chanses in pitch by playins his or her 
.usical instru.ent. Also. allow the student to explain 
pitch to the rest of the class in his or her own 
lansuase. This .ay help other students who are havins 
a difficult ti.e understandins the concept. 

3. Have a local deejay or police.an speak to the class 
about the Doppler effect. The students will be excited 
about the suest speaker and hopefully, they will be 
attentive. 

4. An excellent .ethod of de.onstratins waves is the use 
of bottles filled with water. This deaonstration allows 
the students to ·see M standins waves. The students 
can observe that lonser waves yield a lower pitch. 

5. Plan a field trip to the local roller rink. Ask the 
students to pay close attention to the chanse in pitch 
as they skate toward the speakers and as they skate 
away fro. the speakers (i.e. the source). 
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Ball State University 
College of Sciences and Humanities 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 

Dr. Donald R. Winslow 
1210 Elliston Drive 
Bloomington, IN 47401 

Dear Dr. Winslow: 

November 29, 1989 

Please consider the enclosed manuscript for publication in the 
proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science. An oral version of 
the paper was presented at the fall meeting of the Academy. 

Thanks in advance for your trouble. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth H. Howes 
Professor of Physics and Astronomy 

317-285-8860 Muncie, Indiana 47306-0505 
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selling Physics on Television and in the Classroom 

Nancy Carlson, Ruth Howes, Tina McBride, Beverley pitts 

and Chris Weyers 

Ball state University, Muncie, IN 47306 

Introduction 

The educational system in the united states is failing to 

train enough scientists and engineers to meet the needs of 

industry, the military and the universities. A series of major 

reports issued in the early 1980s such as Educating Americans for 

the 21st Century produced by a commission of the National Science 

Board (3) outlined the problem and suggested solutions. A 

particularly disturbing aspect of the problem is the failure of 

women and minority students to become scientists and engineers. 

The shortage is particularly acute in the physical sciences. 

For instance, according to the American Institute of Physics 

Education and Employment Statistics Division, the years from 1972 

to 1988 saw a 30% decrease in the number of U.S. citizens entering 

graduate school in physics. Foreign graduate students have 

partially filled the vacant places, but many of these students do 

not enter the u.s. workforce. 

Recent articles reflect the concern of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science (2), Sigma xi (1) and 

the American Association of Physics Teachers (4). Each of these 

organizations has mounted a major campaign to induce more students 

1 
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to study science and to increase the scientific literacy of the 

American public. All of them express concern over the low 

enrollments of women and minority students in the sciences. 

Even the popular press has become aware of the crisis in 

science education. Parade Magazine (5) and Time (6) recently 

carried articles urging national attention to recruiting more 

students into the study of science and increasing the scientific 

literacy of the American public. 

The existence of a problem in science education in the united 

states is generally accepted and widely documented. Unfortunately 

the search for solutions to this problem is not simple. The 

problem has many facets including early perceptions of science 

gained from poorly trained elementary teachers and parents; stale 

science curricula in the middle and high schools which offer little 

opportunity for hands-on experimentation and take no advantage of 

new research on how students learn; and a public perception that 

science in general, physics in particular, is dull and boring. 

Selling Physics 

In order to increase enrollment in high school and college 

physics courses, we must interest students in studying physical 

science during middle school so that they will have the necessary 

background for the higher level courses. The students who 

regularly watch the many excellent science-oriented television 

shows such as public television's "Nova" need little encouragement 

to become interested in studying science. Unfortunately they are 

in the minority. Most students gain their perceptions of science 

2 
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and scientists from commercial television. 

Popular television portrayals of physicists generally cast 

them as villains or unworldly fools whose love of science makes 

them easy dupes. Even physicist heros from the media present a 

less than realistic view of the life of a physicist. Consider for 

example the recent television shows "Misfits of Science" or IIHead 

of the Class" and the movies "Buckaroo Bonzai," IIBack to the 

Future," or "Real Genius." Not only commercial television but also 

the rest of the popular media have combined to paint physicists as 

distinctly different from the rest of society and probably a danger 

to it (7). 

The Physics at the Indianapolis-SOO Proj ect seeks to use 

television commercials to "sell" the idea that physics is exciting, 

fun and accessible to the general public and simultaneously present 

a lesson on a basic principle of physics. Television is the 

primary learning tool for young people. Through programming like 

MTV, even pre-teens are used to fast, glitzy productions. In order 

to reach the audience of middle school students and, of course, 

their parents, we sought to build our advertising campaign around 

a television event that receives wide television coverage and is 

popular with our intended audience. 

The Indianapolis-soo mile race is a statewide event in Indiana 

during the month of May. Because there is extensive media coverage 

throughout the month, even the public who are not racing fans learn 

to know drivers' names, top speeds, and events surrounding the 

race. There is a sense of pride and ownership for Hoosiers in the 

3 



500, and drivers are seen as heros by young people in the state. 

The Physics at the Indianapolis-500 Project combines the 

interest in the race and the drivers with the most familiar medium 

for young people: the television commercial. 

project Desiqn 

The Physics at the Indianapolis-500 Project has designed five, 

sixty-second television spots, each of which uses an aspect of the 

500-mile race to illustrate a principle of physics. The project 

has three major goals. 

First, Physics at the Indianapolis-500 will create a more 

positive image of physics in the minds of teenagers, their parents 

and the general public by demonstrating that physics is part of the 

everyday world. Physics will be associated with the high glamor 

of racing. By showing that physics is useful in racing and easily 

understandable there, students will learn that they can understand 

physics and that it is of practical use in their lives. 

Second, the project will present a general audience of 

television viewers with a few basic lessons in physics. A little 

bit of technical vocabulary is introduced so that the viewing 

audience will actually learn some physics principles. The 

television spots are designed to increase the scientific literacy 

of their audience as well as to illustrate the application of 

physics to automobile racing. 

Finally, the project will make the spots available to schools 

along with a teacher I s guide at a minimum cost. Many middle 

schools have poor laboratory facilities. Teachers are not given 
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the time or they lack the knowledge and experience to design and 

conduct labs for their students. Although it is not a sUbstitute 

for hands-on lab work, the use of media in teaching middle school 

physical science will be a considerable improvement over a straight 

lecture and book test system. 

The spots will be high quality visuals each designed to 

illustrate a physics principle and its application to racing. They 

will use racing footage and computer graphics to illustrate the 

principles involved at a level easily comprehensible to the general 

public. The series will be narrated by a driver who is a hero to 

most of Indiana and introduced by a title sequence featuring 

physics. The spots are designed to be shown on commercial 

television during the broadcast of the race itself or during time 

-- trials. 

,-

The series will be filmed at the track in Indianapolis. 

Footage from previous races has been contributed by the 

Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Ball State University has recently 

acquired the equipment necessary for the production of high quality 

computer graphics and the professional editing of video tapes. 

Funding for the making of a pilot tape was provided by a grant from 

Ball State University. 

The pilot tape is a spot on the Doppler effect in racing which 

shows how the characteristic change in pitch of a passing race car 

is produced. The spot introduces the idea that sound is a pressure 

wave in air and the relationship between pitch and frequency 

al though the word frequency is not used. computer generated 
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graphics of a race car generating waves of differing frequency have 

been completed for this pilot tape, and an actor portrays the 

driver who would introduce the spots. 

The second planned spot concerns the Law of Conservation of 

Energy and the way in which racing cars are designed to destroy 

themselves in collisions to carry off the energy of the car and 

protect the driver. This spot will take advantage of stock footage 

of some of the terrible looking crashes at the race from which the 

driver has emerged unharmed. Computer graphics will be used to 

model a crash and demonstrate the conservation of energy. 

The third spot deals with the steeply banked track at the 

Indianapolis Motor Speedway and the reason why it helps cars turn 

at high speeds. Graphics will be used to illustrate the 

centripetal force involved. 

The fourth spot will be introduced by the famous scene at the 

beginning of the race where cars wobble down the track as drivers 

scuff their tires to increase friction with the track. The force 

of friction and the design of racing tires to increase it provide 

the theme of this spot. 

Finally, we will ask why racing cars stay on the track since 

they travel at the speed of an airplane about to take off. This 

spot introduces the Bernoulli effect and its use in the design of 

cars. 

The Initial Phase of the Project 

All five spots have been developed in detail and a story board 

prepared for each of them. The segment on the Doppler Effect has 
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actually been produced as a rough pilot to illustrate the use of 

the computer graphics in the proj ect. The pilot tape has two 

purposes. First, it will help in persuading commercial sponsors 

to fund the project. Secondly, we wanted to be certain that middle 

school students could learn physics from such a short tape. 

In order to ascertain the degree to which students learned 

from the tape, we obtained the assistance of several middle school 

science teachers, Mrs. Nancy watson of Burris Laboratory School in 

Muncie and Mrs. Charlene Mieir, Mrs. Dee williams, Mr. Lee witt and 

Mrs. Cheryl Fuller of East Side Middle School in Anderson. Two 

eighth grade science classes at Burris, three eighth grade science 

classes at East Side and two sixth grade science classes at Burris 

were given a pretest on the Doppler effect. Several days later, 

each class was shown the pilot video and then given a post test. 

Results of this simple experiment shown in Figure 1 demonstrate 

that students did learn basic physics from the short video. 

We also asked the 147 students who participated in the study 

to fill out a questionnaire describing their reactions to the 

video. They were generally very positive. Although the 

implication is flattering, we feel that the spots must be tested 

when they are actually part of television programming. 

Finally we examined our data to see if we could detect any 

difference in the response of male and female students. While we 

found small differences, none of them were statistically 

significant. In the future, we hope to expand the study to see 

whether continued exposure to the spots as commercials will 
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increase learning and to look at the long term retention of the 

physics concepts presented. 

Conclusions 

The results of our limited study of the learning of middle 

school students has convinced us that the medium of the television 

commercial can be used not only to "sell" physics as an interesting 

pursuit, but also to teach simple principles to middle school 

students. We intend to actively seek funding to continue the 

project and produce the remaining spots. 

An interesting side effect of the study has been the discovery 

of how essential a multi-disciplinary team is to the project and 

how very different the approach of the disciplines to the project 

can be. We are professors of physics and astronomy, 

telecommunications and journalism, a senior student majoring in 

secondary mathematic education and a producer. Each of us has had 

a major role in the project and has learned from the other members 

of the team. The physicist had to be persuaded to speak simple 

English instead of technical j argon by the journalist who is a 

sports writer by profession. The telecommunications specialist had 

to understand the physics and translate it into a form from which 

the producer could work. Finally the producer worked with the 

physicist to ensure the accuracy of the finished product. The 

student of secondary education supervised the testing done in the 

middle schools and provided a fresh response to the entire project. 

We are convinced that this sort of cross disciplinary team 

effort will be required to reach students early enough so that we 
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~ can produce the physicists our society needs. It requires work to 

establish lines of communication that best utilize each 

discipline I s strengths, but a variety of skills are needed to 

tackle a problem as complex as the crisis we face in science 

education. 

-
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